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Seven hundred fifty two cheeseburgers from Conda's,
eleven hundred cigarettes, and half hourly coffee transfusions
later the yearbook is begun. Only begun because it is easier to
realize the could haves and shoulds after living with something
for a year. Only begun because we now realize the license of a
yearbook. Only begun because a day at Suffolk could not be
captured in a hundred odd pages ... let alone four years in
the same. Possibly then the true function of a yearbook is a liv-
ing bridge to memories. We have endeavored to bring you a
lasting memory, not a picture album in the usual tradition, but
a more representative sampling of events, opinions and trends
of the class and university to whom this book belongs. We hope
that you will find this edition something more than what you
"thumb" through before your tenth reunion.
I would like to thank Linda Frawley and Greg Wayland for
their humorous literary exposes and side comments that prodded
the staff onward. There can be no question that the creative
spark behind the yearbook was Bob Venturoni. There were days
when I would forcibly drag myself into the office only to find
Bob sitting in front of his typewriter producing another of his
literary or photographic gems. Once again I would like to thank
Jay Horowitz for keeping the creditors away and for his work
on the senior section. With each of us "doing our own thing"
in harmony, the BEACON is in your hands, hoping that you
will find it unique and enjoyable.
Editor 1969 BEACON
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Amid the pigeons, gaslights
and discarded bottles . . .






Often we questioned, what are we doing? What are we seeking?
Considerations important to any wanderer . . .
We are searching, moving upward; creating the future and leaving
behind the signs of where we were . . . casting aside formal
darkness.
Through all these days we wonder what has sustained us, what
have we gained, but we have grown and this we can feel; we have
attained a spiritual force ... an encouragement realized by our-
selves . . .

'.
. . Who will you be?
Which philosopher's posture?
Whose cause
old rebels are preposterous.
The walls of one idol's wit
And another's clothes
Will dissolve in a fog of time.
And so then you are




stHFunlmown . ^ on this
hill . . . looking out,
looking in . . . trying to
know where we truly are:
It seems with such altitude.
There passes a glimpse
of what lies ahead. There
appear ways that are
unavoidable . . . those that
demand selection . . . For
one is not for all but for
each there has been retold
of ways in which to grow.
We have chosen . . . and
we see those who have
remained unchanged . . .
We know that the higher
we grow, the better our
view of the world . . .
In these years past, in those
brief long times, we have touched
the essence of what man is all
about . . . substance from the
ascetics, wisdoms of the entrusted
. . . It is only now that we may
experience their total
understanding ... It was a
challenge . . . it is not yet over,
knowing what has been gathered
here will guide us in whatever lies
ahead.
Mrr ~ r Ji'
Now, with written permission,
we take leave of the gaslights
which have stood and watched us
pass knowing we were being given
a glimpse of a someday taller self








From the time he first arrived an instructor
some twenty-two years ago, to the present
where he maintains the position of Vice
President and Dean of the Liberal Arts
College, he has given of his compassion and
guidance. During his time here, the
University has grown to immense
proportions: But more importantly, under his
skillful leadership, is the manner in which he
has related this growth as change for the
student. Our present opportunities are more
numerous than those of our predecessors.
The increased curriculum which has been
extended to encompass much broader goals,
additional facilities and the higher standards
which the school now enjoys — these have
been his contributions.
We take this opportunity to express our
appreciation to a most devoted leader. We,
the class of 1969, are most grateful to Dean
Donald W. Goodrich for all he has done for
our school and its students. We consider the
community fortunate to have had the
dedication and skillful leadership of such an
individual.
Words can not express our humble
gratitude, nor can this space saved on his
behalf ... In appreciation and
remembrance, this edition of the Beacon to
his efforts.
the class of 1969
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As President of this University, it is a privilege to congratulate the
Class of 1969 on its graduation and to welcome you to the ranks of
our alumni.
For some of you this graduation will complete all the formal
education that you may ever have, but you must never forget that in
our changing society no one's education can ever be completed.
Indeed, your true education will now begin. The knowledge that you
have gained at Suffolk will no doubt increase your capacity to learn
from all of life's experiences so that whatever your abilities, you will
be able to assume the responsibility required of every good citizen.
It is now in your power to make the most of your capacity to learn
so that you can realize your full potential.
These are troubled times when you can no longer expect a smooth
career mapped out before you. Nor can you be concerned only with
your own problems, for the problems of your fellowmen will
infringe on your daily actions in countless ways. Because of the
complex issues in which you will be involved, you will need to use
every ounce of competence that you have acquired. You will be
called upon to make choices among conflicting policies. The
survival of our democratic system rests on your ability to make those
choices wisely when they confront you.
I am confident that with the training you^have received from the
dedicated aneLJcnowledgeable faculty of this institution you will go
forth to meet the challenge of your opportunities. I am proud of you
now and expect to be even prouder when I hear of your
accomplishments in the future.







TERESA A. ADAMS, Bachelor of Science; Major, Elementary
Education; Minor, Sociology: Dean's List. MARCY R. ADEL-
MAN. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration. STE-
PHEN R. ALLEN, Bachelor
of Science in Business Ad-
ministration. VITO J. AL-
KIA. Bachelor of Arts.
JOHN J. ANDREOLA.
Bachelor of Arts. THEO-
DORE E. ANGELOS.
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration. WIL-
LIAM M. APPEL. Bachelor
of Arts. (TOP LEFT) PAUL
F. APPLEBAl M. Bachelor
'if Science; Major. Sociol-
ogy; Minor. Psvchologv:
Dean's List. Science Club.
LEO G. ARSENAULT.
Bachelor of Arts. (MIDDLE
LEFT) STEPHEN A. AU-
TIELLO. Bachelor of Sci-
ence; Major. Education;
Minor. Social Studies: Golf.
Golf letter. (BOTTOM
LEFT) MICHAEL W.
AYOLA. Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; Major. Manage-
ment; S.A.M.. President.
Phi .Alpha TAl". Political Science Club. Venture Contributor.
Student Government Committees. Management Achievement
Award. (TOP RIGHT) WILLIAM B. BAER. Bachelor of Arts:
Major. Philosophy; Minor. English: Coalition for New Politics.
(BOTTOM RIGHT) DONALD M. BALANSKY. Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration.
(TOP LEFT) STEPHEN J BANDLIAN, Bad
STLART BANTIT. Bachelor of Science in Busine






ROBERT C BATAL. Bach-
elor of Science in Business
Administration: Major,
M>r.iHement: Finance
Club. AMA. aOP RIGHT j
WINTHROP F BATES.




M BATTLES. Bachelor of
Arts: Ma; or. B:;logv and
Chemistry; Minor. Mathe-
matics: Gamma Si^rrii
Sisma — Social ChairmarL
Science Club — Vice Presi-













JAMES E. BEILIVEAN, Bachelor of Arts; LORRAINE G.
BELMS, Bachelor of Arts; DAVID M. BENJAMIN, Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration; (TOP LEFT) ALBERT J.
BENNETT, Bachelor of
Science, Major: Govern-
ment, Minor: History, Intra-
mural Basketball, Tennis,
Golf; (MIDDLE LEFT)
JOHN P. BENNETT, Bach-
elor of Science, Major:
Government, Minor: Histo-
ry, Political Science Club;
(BOTTOM LEFT) HOW-
ARD BENSON, Bachelor
of Science in Business
Administration, Major:
Marketing, Minor: Manage-
ment, AMA, Political Sci-
ence Club: RUTH BER-
TELLI, Bachelor of Arts;
JOHN BERTRAND, Bach-




ogy Club — Vice President,
Dean's List; JOHN P.
BEVILACQUA, Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration; RAYMOND E.
BIGGAR, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration; (TOP
RIGHT) JACK D. BILODEAU, Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration, Major: Management, (BOTTOM RIGHT)




(TOP LEFT) MARY L. BLAIR, Bachelor of Arts, Major: Sociol-
ogy. Minor: Psychology, Gamma Sigma Sigma - Historian, So-
ciology Club - President, International Pancake Eating Contest
- Participant; (BOTTOM
LEFT) EDWARD J. PLEC-
ZINSKI, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration, Major: Marketing,
AMA, Golf Team -
Co-Captain, Golf Letter;
(TOP RIGHT) DAVID S.
BLUMENTHAL, Bachelor
of Arts, Major: Govern-
ment. Minor: Education,
Political Science Club —
Treasurer. Co-Chairman —
UN Trip; (MIDDLE
RIGHT) JOHN J. BOR-








GEORGE BOUCHER, Bachelor of Science in Business Admin-
istration; JOHN F. BOURGOIN, Bachelor of Arts; PAMELA A.
BOURN, Bachelor of Arts; HAROLD F. BOYNTON, Bachelor
of Arts; PATRICIA BOYN-
TON, Bachelor of Arts,
JAMES R. BADLEY, Bach-
elor of Science, Major:
Chemistry, Minor: Mathe-
matics, Science Club, Politi-
cal Science Club; (TOP
LEFT) JAMES A. BRAGA,
Bachelor of Arts, Major:
Government, Minor: En-
glish, Political Science Club,





LEFT) MARC S. BRES-




Bachelor of Arts; DAVID S.
BROOKS, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; (TOP RIGHT)
JAMES F. BROSNAN,
Bachelor of Science, Major:
Speech, Minor English; ENID L. BROWER, Bachelor of Arts;
RICHARD S. BROWN, Bachelor of Arts; (BOTTOM RIGHT)
ROBERT F. BROWN, Bachelor of Science in Business Adminis-
tration.
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ROBERT J. BROWNE, Bachelor of Arts; BARBARA J.
BRUNO. Bachelor of Arts; (TOP LEFT) RODNEY C.





Bachelor of Science; LUCY





^1 Dean's List; (BOTTOM
|
|
J Arts, Major: French-
Elementary Education,
Newman Club, Glee Club,
Dean's list, Romance Lan-
guages Honors Society;
(TOP RIGHT) STANLEY
N. BUNSON, Bachelor of
Arts, (MIDDLE RIGHT)
RICHARD J. BUSCH,






Science in Business Administration, Major: Accounting, SAM,
Finance Club — President.
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NORMAN C. BUTLER, Bachelor of Science in Business Ad-
ministration; BRUCE BUTTERFIELD, Bachelor of Science;
(TOP LEFT) MARY C. CAHALANE, Bachelor of Science,
Major: Elementary Educa-
tion, Minor: Sociology, So-
ciology Club, Literary Club,
Newman Club — recogni-
tion; MILTON J. CA-
MILLE, Bachelor of Arts;
VINCENT D. CANINO,
Bachelor of Arts; (MIDDLE
LEFT) FRANK J. CAPUR-
SO, Bachelor of Arts;
ANNA CARALIS, Bachelor
of Arts; (BOTTOM LEFT)
ROBERT L. CARET, Bach-
elor of Arts, Major: Chemis-
try, Minor: Mathematics-
Physics, Phi Beta Chi,
Science Club — President;
(TOP RIGHT) LANA






Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration.
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(TOP LEFT) HAROLD K. CARTER. Bachelor of Science;
(BOTTOM LEFT) DENNIS J. CARVALHO, Bachelor of Arts;
Thaddeus R. Carey, Bachelor of Arts; DANIEL J. CASEY,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration; (TOP
RIGHT) PAUL R. CAUL-





Science in Business Admin-
istration, Major: Manage-
ment, Minor: Education,
SAM, Newman Club, Fi-







PAUL J. CLARK, Bachelor






G. CLARKE, Bachelor of
Science, Major: Chemistry.
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(TOP LEFT) EDWARD M. CLEMON, Bachelor of Science,
Major: Social Studies, Minor: Secondary Education; DIANE E.
CLIFTON, Bachelor of Science, Major: Elementary Education,
Minor: Sociology, Drama
Club, Independent Study in
Sociology, Summer Drama
Camp; (MIDDLE LEFT)
JAMES G. CLYDE, Bache-
lor of Arts, Major: English,
Minor: German, Golf
Team, GE College Bowl
Team; (BOTTOM LEFT)
RICHARD D. COLTEN,
Bachelor of Arts, Major:
Social Studies, Minor: Sec-
ondary Education, Political




Library, Dean's List, Nomi-
nee for Who's Who; (TOP
RIGHT) PAUL R. CO-
LANTUONO, Bachelor of
Science, Major: Mathemat-
ics, Minor: Physics, Philoso-
phy Club — President —
Treasurer, Phi Sigma Tau
Achievement Award; (BOT-
TOM RIGHT) ROBERT
E. COLBY, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.
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CHRISTOPHER J. COLE. Bachelor of Science, Major: Psychol-
ogy, Minor: Philosophy, Psychology Club, Newman Club,
Dean's List; MARY L. COLE, Bachelor of Science; JAMES P.
CONNOLLY, Bachelor of





Science; JOHN H. CON-
ROY, Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration;









ER, Bachelor of Arts, Ma-
jor: Psychology, Minor: So-
ciology; JOHN CORBETT,
Bachelor of Science; (TOP
RIGHT) JOHN F. COR-
CORAN, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration, Major: Marketing,
AMA, Political Science
Club, Hockey Club, Golf Alternate, (MIDDLE RIGHT) RI-
CHARD W. CORNER, Bachelor of Science in Business Admin-
istration, Major: Accounting, Finance Club, AMA, Tau Kappa
Epsilon; (BOTTOM RIGHT) JOSEPH P. CORVINO, Bachelor
of Science in Business Administration, Senior Class President,
Charter member Tau Kappa Epsilon.
CHRISTINE L. COSGROVE, Bachelor of Science; (TOP LEFT)
DANIEL P. COSGROVE, Bachelor of Science in Business Ad-
ministration, Major: Management, AMA, SAM, Finance Club —
Vice President, Ski Club
Committee, Newman Club
— Ski Trip Committee;
(MIDDLE LEFT) HOW-
ARD M. CRAMER,





Science in Business Admin-
istration, Major: Manage-
ment, Delta Sigma Pi, Sam;
JAMES C. CRAWFORD,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration; WIL-
LIAM S. CREDIFORD,
Bachelor of Science; (TOP
RIGHT) DOUGLAS R.
CROSBY, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; KEVIN P. CROT-







PAUL J. CURRIER, Bachelor of Science in Business Adminis-
tration; (TOP LEFT) ROBERT S. CUTLER, Bachelor of Sci-
ence; JOSEPH N. DACEY, Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration; (BOTTOM
LEFT) MATTHEW J.
D'ALOIA, Bachelor of Sci-
ence; EDWARD P. DAL-
TON, Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration,
Major: Management, Var-
sity Baseball, SAM, Journal
— Sports Editor, Newman
Club, Dean's List; KEVIN
M. DALY, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; (TOP RIGHT)
JANET E. D'AMBROSIO,






Who's Who, Dean's List;
(MIDDLE RIGHT) ROB-
ERT E. DARGIS, Bachelor




tant, French Play; (BOTTOM RIGHT) KEITH F. DAVEN-
PORT, Bachelor of Science.
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BARBARA J. DE MARCO, Bachelor of Science; PETER D. DE
MARCO, Bachelor of Science, Major: Psychology, Minor: Politi-
cal Science, Psychology Club, Sociology Club, Political Science
Club; (TOP LEFT) PETER
B. DENEHY, Bachelor of
Science, Major: Govern-
ment, Minor: History, Sci-




Association — Vice Presi-
dent; (MIDDLE LEFT)
ROBERT W. DENNISON,




Bachelor of Science; GARY
DERLUGIAN, Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration; (TOP RIGHT)
JOAN N. DE ROSA, Bach-
elor of Science; ROBERT S.
DEXTER, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-




ogy Club, Sociology Club, Cum Laude; MARIUM W. DIG-
NAN, Bachelor of Science; (BOTTOM RIGHT) STEPHEN H.
DILLON, Bachelor of Arts, Major: Psychology, Minor: Sociolo-
gy, Psychology Club, Political Science Club, New England Psy-
chological Association.
SANTO A. DI MAURO. Bachelor of Science in Business Ad-
ministration; (TOP LEFT) JOAN M. DI NUBLIA, Bachelor of
Arts. Major: Sociology, Minor: English, Sociology Club, Miss
Suffolk's Court 1968-
Finalist, Miss SAM; BREN-
DAN C. DOHERTY, Bach-
elor of Science; (BOT-
TOM LEFT) THOMAS
R. DOHERTY, Bachelor
of Science in Business Ad-
ministration; (TOP RIGHT)
WILLIAM G. DONEGAN,
Bachelor of Science; JOHN
M. D'ONOFRIO, Bachelor








elor of Arts, Major:
Speech, Minor: Education-
English, Charter Member
Phi Alpha Tau, Recog-
nition Day 1968; THOMAS
J. DONOVAN, Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration; JAMES P. DOW-
NEY, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration;
(BOTTOM RIGHT) MICHEAL N. DUBINDKY, Bachelor of
Arts, Major: History, Minor: Government, Israelites, Humanities
Club, Psychology Club, SAM, Dean's List, Pi Gamma Mu, Na-
tional Social Science Honor Society. ^
RICHARD R. DUCHESNEAU. Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration. Major: Marketing. Delta Sigma Pi — Chancellor.
AMA - Treasurer: (TOP LEFT) SHARON DUDAR. Bachelor
of Arts. Major: Elementary
Education. Minor: Spanish,
Israelites. Modern Language
Club. Gamma Sigma Sigma,
Language Laboratory As-
sistant. Dean's List: JOHN
E. DUGAN, Bachelor of
Science: GARY ENGORM,
Bachelor of Science Major:
Government. Minor: His-
tory. Political Science Club,
National Honor Society
for Social Sciences: (MID-
DLE LEFT) JOHN J.
ESILE. JR.. Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration, Major: Manage-
ment. SAM; (BOTTOM
LEFT) RICHARD J. FAL-









J. FARINA. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.
Major: Management. Minor: Government. Political Science Club.
SAM, Gleason L. Archer. Recognition Committee. Dean's List.
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WILLIAM R. FASANO. Bachelor of Science in Business Ad-
ministration: JOSEPH P. FATALO. Bachelor of Science: (TOP
LEFT) ROBERTA FELDBERG. Bachelor of Science:
i BOTTOM LEFT) KEN-
NETH R. FERRUCIO.
Bachelor of Arts. Major:
English. Minor: Philosophy:
THOMAS J. FILBIN. Bach-
elor of Science: PAUL E.






Nominated for Who's Who.
Golf Club. Dean's List:
(TOP RIGHT) BENJAMIN
A. FIORE. Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration. Major: Accounting.
AMA. Dean*s List. Trustee
Scholarships: (MIDDLE





Club. Journal. Pi Gamma




MICHAEL T. FITZSIMMONS. Bachelor of Arts; RONALD J.
FLORIDA, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration;
( rOP LEFT) DAVID F. FLYNN, Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration; EI-
LEEN R. FLYNN, Bachelor
Of Arts; HELEN T.
FLYNN, Bachelor of Arts;
ALBERT E. FOLEY. Bach-
elor of Arts; JOHN M
FORCELLAT1. Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration; (MIDDLE LEFT)
RICHARD M. FORTIN.
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration. Major:
Accounting: (BOTTOM
LEFT) PETER F. FORTU-
NATO. JR.. Bachelor of
Science. Major: Govern-
ment, Minor: Sociology.
Political Science Club. Pi
C.amma Mu; WILLIAM S.
FREEMAN. Bachelor of
Science: JANET E.
FRENCH. Bachelor of Sci-
ence; (TOP RIGHT)
FRANTISKA FROLIR.
Bachelor of Arts. Major:
Economics. Minor: Govern-
ment: (BOTTOM RIGHT)
WILLIAM F. FULGINITE. Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration.
3S
(TOP LEFT) ELLEN L. FULHAM, Bachelor of Arts, Major:
Government. Minor: History, transferred from Albertus Magnus
College for Senior Year, Literary Society, Spanish Club, Delta
Sigma Pi court — Rose
Queen, Dean's List, Political
Science Club; NANCY L.
FULLER, Bachelor of Sci-
ence; (BOTTOM LEFT)
MERLE R. GABER, Bach-




RIEL, Bachelor of Arts, Ma-
jor: Psychology-Philosophy,
Psychology Club — Presi-
dent, Laboratory Assistant,
Phi Sigma Tau; (MIDDLE
RIGHT) ANDREW A.
GALA, JR.. Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration, Major: Manage-
ment, Minor: Marketing,
Delta Sigma Pi — Secre-
tary, AMA, Delta Sigma
Pi Professional Committee;
ROBERT GALANTE, Bach-
elor of Arts; ROBERT
P. GALANTE, Bachelor of
Arts; (BOTTOM RIGHT)
TERESA M. GALLINARO, Bachelor of Arts, Major: French,
Minor: Spanish-Education, Modern Languages Club — Presi-
dent. Seniors Honors Seminar, Modern Language Honors
Group.
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HERBERT W. GARTNER, Bachelor of Science; (TOP LEFT)
WILLIAM C. GEAN, Bachelor of Science; (MIDDLE LEFT)
CHRISTOPHER G. GILE, Bachelor of Science, Major: Psychol-
ogy, Minor: Sociology, Phi
Alpha Tau — President, Psy-
chology Club; EDWARD
C. GILLIGAN, Bachelor of
Science; (BOTTOM LEFT)
PETER A. GILMAN, Bach-
elor of Science; (TOP
RIGHT) BRIAN R. GIL-
MORE, Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration,
Major: Marketing, AMA —
Vice President, SAM, Politi-
cal Science Club, Student
Council Education Commit-
tee, Charter Member Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Mathemat-
ics Club, Finance Club,
Dean's List, Psychology
Club; MARC S. GLAS-
BERG, Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration;
(BOTTOM RIGHT) ALAN
K. GLICK, Bachelor of Sci-




RICHARD A. GODFREY, Bachelor, Major: Government, Mi-
nor: Philosophy, Basketball, Baseball; (TOP LEFT) ANTHONY
J. GALISE. Bachelor of Arts, Major: History-Government;
RICHARD S. GOLD-
BERG, Bachelor of Science;
(BOTTOM LEFT) FRAN-
CIS P. GOLDEN, Bachelor
of Science in Business Ad-
ministration; (TOP RIGHT)
BRUCE M. GOLOMB,
Bachelor of Arts; (MIDDLE
RIGHT) PAUL H.
GOMES, Bachelor of Arts;
BRUCE N. GOODMAN,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration; WIL-
LIAM P. GOREHAM,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major:
Accounting; (BOTTOM
RIGHT) M. PAUL GOU-





STEPHEN M. GRABAN, Bachelor of Arts; (TOP LEFT) RI-
CHARD M. GREEN, Bachelor of Science in Business Adminis-
tration, Major: Marketing, Minor: Economics, Journal — Sports
Editor, Delta Sigma Pi —
Historian, Basketball Team
— Manager, AMA; (MID-
DLE LEFT) RICHARD
M. GREENE, Bachelor






(TOP RIGHT) EILEEN N.
GREENAN, Bachelor of
Arts; BARRY R. GRET-
SKY, Bachelor of Arts;
JAMES C. GROVES, Bach-




Bachelor of Arts, Major:
French, Minor: English.
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RICHARD A. GUERTIN, Bachelor of Science in Business Ad-
ministration: (TOP LEFT) ROBERTA A. GUREVICH, Bache-
lor of Science, Major: Elementary Education, Minor: Social Sci-
ence, Runner-up for Miss
Suffolk, Runner-up for Miss
SAM; PETER K. HAIGH,
Bachelor of Science:
(BOTTOM LEFT) MAT-
THEW J. HALL, Bachelor
of Science in Business Ad-
ministration, Major: Man-
agement, Political Science
Club, AMA, SAM, Dean's
List; WILLIAM V. HALL,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration; (TOP
RIGHT) JOHN F. HALLI-
DAY, JR., Bachelor of Arts,
Major: Sociology, Minor:
Philosophy, Alpha Phi





HANELY, Bachelor of Sci-
ence; (BOTTOM RIGHT)
WILLIAM L. HANNAH,
Bachelor of Science, Major:
Psychology, Minor: Sociolo-
gy, Sociology Club, The Psychology Guidance Award for Aca-
demic Achievement in Psychology.
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(TOP LEFT) EVELYN B. HANNIGAN, Bachelor of Arts, Ma-
jor: Psychology, Minor: Sociology. Psychology Club, Sociology
Club, Newman Club, Humanities Club, Cheerleader, Gamma




CHAEL J. HART, Bachelor
of Arts, Major: Sociology,
Minor: Government, Debat-
ing Club, Alpha Phi Omega,
Who's Who; (BOTTOM
LEFT) JOHN J. HARTY,
Bachelor of Arts; AUDREY
F. HEALY, Bachelor of
Arts; DAVID E. HEL-
BERY, Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration;
RICHARD C. HELD,
Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration;
WARREN E. HERM-
ANCE, Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration;
BRENDAN F. HIGGINS,
Bachelor of Science, Major:
Political Science, Minor:
History; (TOP RIGHT) H.
COLBY HILLMAN, Bache-
lor of Arts; Major: Govern-
ment, Minor: Sociology, Government Club; (BOTTOM RIGHT)
CLARK B. HILLS, Bachelor of Arts, Major: Psychology, Minor:
Sociology.
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(TOP LEFT) KENNETH W. HOGAN, Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration, Major: Management, Minor: Finance,
Finance Club, Scholarship; JAMES E. HOOLE, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Administration, Major: Management, Charter
Member of Tau Kappa
Epsilon, SAM — President,
Dean's List, Who's Who;
(BOTTOM LEFT) MARY
E. HORAN, Bachelor of
Art; (TOP RIGHT) JAY
L. HOROWITZ, Bachelor
of Science in Business Ad-
ministration, Major: Manage-
tment, Minor: Psychology,
Delta Sigma Pi — President
1968 Spring Pledge Class,
Chairman Scholarship Com-
mittee, Editor Delta Sigma
Pi Headliner, Beacon Year-
book — Business Editor,
jJi AMA, SAM, Literary Club,
Chairman Harbridge House
Case, Israelites, Psychology
Club, Dean's List, Interde-
partmental Senior Seminar
Seminar and Honors Pro-
gram, Gold Key Honor So-
ciety, writer Delta Sig Quar-
terly, Beacon Yearbook Rec-
ognition Key, Cum Laude;
(MIDDLE RIGHT) MI-
CHAEL T. HOUGHTON, Bachelor of Science, Major: Journal-
ism, Venture, (BOTTOM RIGHT) CHARLES HAYDEN HOW-
ARD III, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Ma-
jor: Management, Minor: Business Administration, President
and Founder — Finance Club, Dean's List.
THOMAS W. HOUGHES, Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration, JOHN P. HURLEY, Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration, SAM; MARGARET R. HURRIE,
Bachelor of Science; (TOP LEFT) ANNETTE R. IENGO, Bach-
elor of Art, Major: English,
Minor: Education, Cheer-
leader, Gamma Sigma Sig-




Who, Dean's List, Trust-
ees Scholarship, Operation
Kindness Certificate; KEN-
NETH J. IDORATO, Bach-
elor of Art; (MIDDLE
LEFT) ROBERT S. JA-






Bachelor of Science, Major:
Economics, Minor: Psychol-
ogy, Gamma Sigma Sigma,
Trustee Scholarship, Candi-
date for Who's Who, Dean's
List; (TOP RIGHT) RICH-
ARD M. JONES, Bachelor
of Science, Major: Biology,
Minor: Chemistry, Science Club, Dean's List; THOMAS W.
JOSEPH, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration; JAMES
J. BOYCE, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration;
(BOTTOM RIGHT) MARK S. KACOYANIS, Bachelor of Art,
Major: Psychology, Minor: Government, Phi Alpha Tau — Trea-
surer, Phi Alpha Tau — National Council, Dean's List.
STEPHEN B. KADISH, Bachelor of Art, Major: English, Minor:
Humanities, Dean's List; CHARLES W. KANELL, Bachelor of
Art, Major: German, Science Club, German Prize; (TOP LEFT)
JOHN J. KAPvAKASSIS,
Bachelor of Science, Major:
Sociology, Minor: Psycholo-
gy, Sociology Club, Psychol-
ogy Club, Humanities Club,
Political Science Club;
(BOTTOM LEFT) LINDA
J. KUTSEFF, Bachelor of
Art; (TOP RIGHT) PAULA






ROBERT N. KEAY, Bache-




Bachelor of Science; RI-
CHARD V. KELLY, Bach-
elor of Science; (BOTTOM
RIGHT) CLYDE B. KEL-
TON, Bachelor of Science.
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EDWARD A. KEMPER, Bachelor of Art; PAUL
MAN, Bachelor of Science; KEITH F. KNOWLES,
Art; LOIS J. KOPLAN, Bachelor of Art; (TOP
CHARD A. KOSS, Bache-




of Art; JUDITH L.
KRUSSELL, Bachelor of
Art; LARRY KRUPNIK,
Bachelor of Art; JOHN R.
KUCHER, Bachelor of Art;
ROBERT C. KULIN, Bach-
elor of Art; (BOTTOM
LEFT) GERALD R.
KURTIS, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; (TOP RIGHT)
JOSEPH P. KUS, Bachelor
of Science in Business Ad-
ministration, Major: Ac-
counting, SAM, Ski Club;
WILLIAM J. KUROUZ,











THOMAS F. LAMPOS. Bachelor of Science in Business Admin-
istration: JOHN F. LANNAN. Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration; (TOP LEFT) PHYLLIS J. LAUB. Bachelor of
Art: RICHARD S. LAU-
FER. Bachelor of Art:
(BOTTOM LEFT) KEVIN
B. LAWLOR. Bachelor of
Art: (TOP RIGHT) DO-
ROTHY L. LEAHY. Bache-
lor of Art: TIMOTHY
LEARY. Bachelor of Sci-




A. LE DUC. Bachelor of




TER G. LE DUC. Bachelor
of Science in Business Ad-
ministration. Major: Mar-
keting AMA. Finance Club.
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PHILIP H. LEE, Bachelor of Science; (TOP LEFT) GARRY V.
LEPPANEN, Bachelor of Science, Major: Journalism, Minor:




Science in Business Admin-
istration; ROBERT M.
LEVINE, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; IAN W. LEWIS,
Bachelor of Science; LOIS




(MIDDLE LEFT) PAUL S.





LEFT) LOUIS F. LO BUE,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major:
Management, AMA, SAM,
Finance Club, Phi Alpha
Tau, Dean's List; (TOP
RIGHT) JAMES D.
LOMUSCIO, Bachelor of
Science; WILLIAM J. LORD, Bachelor of Science; (BOTTOM
RIGHT) DENNIS R. LOWE, Bachelor of Art, Major: Govern-
ment, Minor: Sociology, Political Science Club.
FRANCIS E. LOWE, Bachelor of Art; (TOP LEFT) ROBERT
A. LUNDGREN. Bachelor of Science in Business Administra-
tion. Major: Accounting; (BOTTOM LEFT) CAROL M. LY-
DON, Bachelor of Science,
Major: Psychology, Minor:
Philosophy, Psychology
Club - Secretary; (TOP
RIGHT) TIMOTHY G.
LYDON, Bachelor of Art;
CHARLES K. LYNCH,
Bachelor of Art; (MIDDLE
RIGHT) THOMAS L.
LYONS, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration, Major: Manage-






(TOP LEFT) SALLY M. MacKINNON. Bachelor of Art:
BROOK L. McLEAN. Bachelor of Art; ALAN P. MALTZ.
Bachelor of Art: EILEEN T. MANNING. Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration:
(MIDDLE LEFT) PAUL V.
MANNING. Bachelor of
Art: JOSEPH P. Mac-
HESE. Bachelor of Art:
(BOTTOM LEFT) WAL-
TER A. MARCINKUS.




Art: WALTER L. MAR-
TIN. Bachelor of Art: (TOP
RIGHT) DANA A. MA-




Art; KENNETH L. MAT-
THEWS. Bachelor of Art:
GEORGE K. MCCAR-




Bachelor of Art: RICHARD
McDONALD. Bachelor of
Art: (BOTTOM RIGHT) EDWARD McDONOUGH. Bachelor
of Art: SYBIL R. MCCARTHY, Bachelor of Art. Major: Philos-
ophy. Minor: Psychology. Honors.
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(TOP LEFT) PAUL N. McGONIAGLE, Bachelor of Art, Ma-
jor: History, Minor: Education. Newman Club — Treasurer,
Dean's List; NEIL F. McLAUGHLIN, Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration;
^^^^ (BOTTOM LEFT) JOHNm y \ G. McNAMARA, Bache-
m lor of Art, Major: English,
Minor: History; THOMAS




of Art; (TOP RIGHT)
WENDY E. MEEHAN,






Bachelor of Science, Ma-
jor: Sociology-Psychology;
(BOTTOM RIGHT) SAN-
TOS J. MENENDEZ, Bach-
elor of Art. Major: Chemi-
stry.
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(TOP LEFT) JOSEPH J. MERCURIO, Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration, Major: Management, Minor: Govern-
ment; (MIDDLE LEFT) JOHN J. MERRILL, Bachelor of Art;
(BOTTOM LEFT) THO-
MAS J. MILEY, Bachelor
of Science in Business Ad-
ministration; RONALD F.
MILLER, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; CHRISTENA G.
MINUKAS, Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration; (TOP RIGHT)
JONATHEN T. MITNIK,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration; (BOT-
TOM RIGHT) JUDITH A.
MIECHKO, Bachelor of
Science in Business Admini-
stration, Major: Accounting,
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Treasurer — Vice President,
SAM, Dean's List.
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(TOP LEFT) ALGIS K. MOCKUS, Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major: Marketing, Dean's List; RUTH E.
MONAHAN, Bachelor of Art; JOHN N. MONGIELLO, Bache-
lor of Science in Business
Administration; (BOTTOM
LEFT) JULIE B. MOORE.
Bachelor of Art, Major:
English, Minor: Psychology,
Literary Club, Dean's List;
(TOP RIGHT) JOHN R.
MORGENTHAU, Bachelor
of Art; (MIDDLE RIGHT)
ROBERT L. MORREALE,





KEVIN M. MULLIN, Bachelor of Science in Business Adminis-
tration; DENNIS J. MURPHY, Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration; (TOP LEFT) WALTER J. MURRAY, JR.,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major:
Accounting; (MIDDLE
LEFT) ROBERT J. MUTI,
Bachelor of Art, Major: So-
cial Work, Minor: English,
Humanities Club — Treasur-




NIUK, Bachelor of Art;
ABDUL R. NAS-
SER-AMER, Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration; (TOP RIGHT)
JENNIFER B. NEAL,





Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major:
Management, Minor: Mar-
keting; ROSS M. NELSON,
Bachelor of Art; ROBERT
J. NEWTON, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration;
(BOTTOM RIGHT) JOEL R. NUTTING, Bachelor of Science,
Major: Mathematics, Minor: Physics.
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(TOP LEFT) JAMES F. O'BRIEN, Bachelor of Art. Major:
English. Minor: Education: THOMAS P. O'BRIEN, Bachelor of
Art; (BOTTOM LEFT) CAROL A. O'LEARY, Bachelor of Art,
Major: Spanish, Minor:
German, Senior Class Secre-
tary; RICHARD D.
OLIVEIRA, Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration, Major: Account-
ing, Delta Sigma Pi, AMA.
Dean's List; CARL T.
O'NEIL. Bachelor of Art;
(TOP RIGHT) JAMES R.
O'NEIL, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration, Major: Manage-
ment, SAM — Treasurer,
Junior-Senior Week Com-
mittee. Senior Class Presi-
dent; (MIDDLE RIGHT)
MARY E. O'RIORDAN,





Science in Business Admin-
istration.
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ROBERT J. O'SHEA, Bachelor of Science in Business Adminis-
tration, (TOP LEFT) DANIEL J. O'SULLIVAN, Bachelor of
Art, Major: Government, Minor: History, Political Science Club,
Newman Club, Intramural
Basketball, Archives — As-
sistant Director; (MIDDLE
LEFT) JOAN M. OHO,




Club — Secretary, Dean's
List, Who's Who, Scholar-
ships, Grants, Cum Laude;
(BOTTOM LEFT) ROB-
ERT B. PANO, Bachelor of
Science, Major: Psychology,
Minor: Biology, Psychology
Club, Biology Club, Dean's
List; (TOP RIGHT) KEN-
NETH M. PANZER, Bach-
elor of Science in Business
Administration; (BOTTOM
RIGHT) JACK M. PAPA-
DINIS, Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration.
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GEORGE S. PAPAZOGLOS, Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration; (TOP LEFT) RALPH J. PARKER, Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration; MAUREEN J. PARSONS,
Bachelor of Art, Major:
Biology, Minor: Chemis-
try-Education, Humanities
Club — President, Drama
Club, Science Club, Beacon
Yearbook, Journal-Editor,
Gamma Sigma Sigma,
Who's Who, Trustee Schol-
arship, Service Scholarship,
Dean's List; (BOTTOM
LEFT) INEZ L. PATTEN,
Bachelor of Art, PETER A.




of Art; (MIDDLE RIGHT)
CHRISTINE H. PE-
CHULIS, Bachelor of Art;
LAWRENCE F. PECK,
Bachelor of Art; (BOTTOM
RIGHT) JACK PELZMAN,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major:
Marketing, Delta Sigma Pi
— Senior Vice President,
Scholarship Committee,
Editor Delta Psi Newsletter, Co-designer for Headliner cover,
AMA.
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JOSEPH PETERS, Bachelor of Science in Business Administra-




Bachelor of Art; DAVID W.
PIERCE, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; ARTHUR D. PI-
PER, Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration;
(BOTTOM LEFT) ROB-
ERT W. PITTMAN, Bache-
lor of Art; ARTHUR J.
PONTES, Bachelor of Art;
(TOP RIGHT) JOHN J.
POWERS, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; JOYCE PRESS,
Bachelor of Art; BARRY E.
PRIEST, Bachelor of Art;
JOSEPH S. PROVANZA-
NO, Bachelor of Art;
(BOTTOM RIGHT) BAR-
BARA-ANN PUOPOLO,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration.
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(TOP LEFT) THOMAS J. QUESNEL. Bachelor of Art; THO-
MAS G. RACKLEY. Bachelor of Science in Business Adminis-
tration; WILLIAM D. RANDALL, Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration;
(BOTTOM LEFT) MAU-
REEN F. RAVALLI, Bach-
elor of Science; BARBARA
M. RAZZA, Bachelor of
Art; (TOP RIGHT) KEN-
NETH R. READER, Bache-




REEVE, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration, Major: Manage-
ment; JAMES T. REID,
Bachelor of Art; (BOTTOM
RIGHT) DAVID O. REIL-
LY, Bachelor of Science,
Major: Psychology, Minor:
Mathematics-Physics, Psy-




ANTHONY E. RICCIARDELLI, Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major: Accounting, SAM, Finance Club —
Treasurer; PETER C. RIORDAN, Bachelor of Science, Major:
Philosophy, Minor: Sociolo-
gy, Philosophy Club, Dean's
List; (TOP LEFT) MAX-
WELL G. RODGERS,






Bachelor of Art, Major: His-
tory, Minor: Education,
Junior-Senior Week Com-
mittee, Phi Alpha Tau;
DAVID T. ROSEN, Bache-
lor of Art; (BOTTOM
LEFT) PETER S. ROSEN,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major:
Marketing, Ski Club, Dean's
List; (TOP RIGHT)
CHARLES A. ROSSITER,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major:
Management, Prom Com-
mittee, SAM, AMA, Charter
Member of Tau Kappa Ep-
silon, Dean's List, Delta Alpha Pi Scholarship Key, Cum Laude;
(BOTTOM RICHT) JOHN R. ROWELL, Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration.
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(TOP LEFT) THOMAS F. ROWEN. Bachelor of Science;
ALFRED P. RULLO. Bachelor of Science in Business Adminis-
tration; NANCY RUSSELL. Bachelor of Science, Major: BIOL-
OGY, Minor: Chemistry,
Cheerleader. Science Club;
JOHN F. RUSSO. Bachelor
of Science; (BOTTOM
LEFT) PAUL J. RYAN,
Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration;
DOUGLAS P. SABIN,
Bachelor of Art; RICHARD
J. SACCHETTI, Bachelor of
Art: LEONARD J. SAMIA,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major:
Marketing, Minor: Mathe-
|^ matics, Dean's List; (TOP
RIGHT) PETER SANTINI,
Bachelor of Art. Major:
Spanish. Minor: Education,
Drama Club; (MIDDLE
RIGHT) JOSEPH A. SAN-
TOLUCITO. Bachelor of





ERT J. SAUNDERS. Bach-
elor of Science in Business Administration, Major: Marketing,
AMA. Delta Sigma Pi.
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DOUGLAS R. SAVIDGE, Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration; JOANNA M. SCALZI, Bachelor of Art; (TOP















Bachelor of Art, Major: So-
ciology, Minor: Govern-




tion, Honorable Mention —
Danforth Foundation, Who's
Who, Trustee Scholar-
ship, Dean's List; JOHN
L. SERRA, Bachelor of Art;
(TOP RIGHT) VINCENT
F. SERVELLO, Bachelor of
Art, Major: History, Minor: Philosophy, Alice H. Plimpton Edu-
cational Trust - Grant, Dean's List, Interdepartmental Senior
Seminar & Honors Program; (BOTTOM RIGHT) LESTER M.
SESERMAN, Bachelor of Art.
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(TOP LEFT) STANELY M. SESERMAN, Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration: JOEL A. SHAPIRO, Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration; JAMES R. SHEDNO,
Bachelor of Art; (BOTTOM
LEFT) THOMAS D.
SHEEHY, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration, Major: Manage-
ment, Debating Club, SAM,
AMA; ALBERT T. SHEP-
PARD. Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration;
(TOP RIGHT) DAVID J.
SHEPTYCK, Bachelor of
Science in Business Ad-
ministration; SAUL M.
SHEVITZ, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; (MIDDLE RIGHT)
PETER A. SILOWAN,
Bachelor of Art; JOHN E.
SILVEIRA, Bachelor of
Art; BERNARD F. SMITH,
Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration;
CHARLES A. SMITH,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration; DO-
ROTHY A. SMITH, Bache-
lor of Art; GEORGE W.
SMITH, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration;
(BOTTOM RIGHT) WILLIAM C. SMITH, Bachelor of Art.
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JEFFERY S. SYNDER, Bachelor of Art, Major: Chemistry,
Minor: Biology, Science Club, Science Newspaper, Drama Club,
Dean's List. (TOP LEFT) LORETTA J. SOTIROS, Bachelor of
Art, Major: English, Minor:
Secondary Education, Liter-
ary Club, Gamma Sigma
Sigma; (MIDDLE LEFT)
MITCHELL P. SOVI-
ECKE, Bachelor of Art;
CHRISTOPHER W. STA-
MAS, Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration;
STEWART A. STEELE,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major:
Accounting; (BOTTOM
LEFT) MARTIN L. STEP-
NER, Bachelor of Art;
PATRICIA S. STERN,
Bachelor of Art; (TOP
RIGHT) DANIEL M.
SULLIVAN, Bachelor of








(TOP LEFT) THOMAS J. SULLIVAN, Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration, Major: Business Administration, Mi-
nor: Education. Basketball Baseball; ROBERT H. TAKVO-






Bachelor of Art, Major:
Spanish, Minor; Educa-






Science in Business Ad-
ministration; (MIDDLE
RIGHT) HARVEY L.
TERBAN, Bachelor of Art;
COLLEEN W. THEISEN,
Bachelor of Art; (BOTTOM
RIGHT) JERRY M.
THEOPHILE, Bachelor of
Science in Business Admin-
istration, Major: Marketing.
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(TOP LEFT) LEONARD E. THIBAULT, Bachelor of Science,
Major: Chemistry, Minor: Mathematics; SUSAN I.
THURSTON, Bachelor of Science, Major: Education, Minor:
Social Science, Humanities Club, Young Republican Club, Lit-
erary Club; (MIDDLE LEFT) JAMES H. TIGHE, Bachelor of









RILL D. TOBIN, Bachelor
of Art, Major: English,
Minor: Economics, Journal,
SAM, Dean's List; RI-
CHARD W. TORMEY,
Bachelor of Art; ALDEN S.
TORREY, Bachelor of Art;
(TOP RIGHT) DONALD J.






Club — President, Journal —
Guest Editorialist, Junior-
Senior Week Committee,
Phi Alpha Tau, Joint Coun-
cil An Student Affairs, Suffolk Theatre - Lighting Designer -
"Suffolk Folk Scope" (Producer) - Emerson-Suffolk Kakuki Pro-
duction (Co-producer), Student Government Award, Who's
Who, Dean's List; (BOTTOM RIGHT) RODNEY J. TROFI-
CANTE, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Major:
Management, SAM, Dean's List.
}1
(TOP LEFT) JAMES P. TRIMBLE, Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration, Major: Finance, Finance Club; (BOTTOM
LEFT) RICHARD L. TRUCEL, Bachelor of Art, Major:
French, Minor: Govern-
ment, Glee Club, Newman
Club, Intramural Football,
Intramural Basketball, Polit-
ical Science Club; (TOP
RIGHT) DANIEL J.
TUMBERELLO, Bachelor
of Art, Major: Government,
Minor: Spanish; (MIDDLE
RIGHT) CHARLES TYR-
RELL, Bachelor of Art;
HENRY B. UHTHOFF,
Bachelor of Science in Busi-
ness Administration; RI-
CHARD J. VALENTINE,
Bachelor of Art; (BOTTOM
RIGHT) BERNARD A.
VANARIA, Bachelor of




ROLAND E. VANARIA, Bachelor of Art; (TOP LEFT) A.
ROBERT VENTURONI, Bachelor of Science in Business Ad-
ministration, Major: Marketing, Minor: Economics, Young
Republican Club — Secre-
tary, AMA, Beacon Staff,
Venture Staff, Journal Pho-
tographer, Photographic
Efforts Award by the Edi-
tors of the Journal, Venture
Magazine, & Beacon;
THOMAS D. VERE, Bach-
elor of Art; ANTHONY F.
VITALE, Bachelor of Art;
ROBERT F. WADE, Bach-
elor of Art; (MIDDLE
LEFT) JOSEPH J. WALD-





DREA H. WALSH, Bache-
lor of Science, Major: Edu-
cation-Sociology, Minor:
English; KENNETH E.
WALSH, Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Business Adminis-
tration; (TOP RIGHT)
MICHAEL J. WALSH,
Bachelor of Art; RICHARD
J. WALSH, Bachelor of Art; (BOTTOM RIGHT) JOHN D.
WANSEA, Bachelor of Science, Major: Journalism.
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JOHN M. WARCHOT, Bachelor of Art; (TOP LEFT) JOYCE
G. WASHKEN, Bachelor of Art, Major: Elementary Education
— English, Psychology Club, Newman Club, French Club, Liter-
ary Club, Dean's List;
MARTIN J. WASSER-
MAN, Bachelor of Art;
(BOTTOM LEFT) GREG-
ORY G. WAYLAND,
Bachelor of Art, Major:
English, Minor: Philosophy,
Co-Founder — Editor of the
Venture; (TOP RIGHT)
ALAN R. WEIDMAN,











WORTH, Bachelor of Sci-
ence, Major: Government,
J^HHMf lET A-tii'" Minor: Sociology, French
M 1 >M Award; ROBERT P.
J WHITE, Bachelor of Art;
ROGELIO A. WHITTING-
TON, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.
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THOMAS W. WELLS, Degree: BA; EDWARD F. WILLETT,
Degree: BSBA; KATHLEEN M. WISNIEWSKI, Degree: BA;
PHILIP J. WOOD, Degree: BSBA; (TOP LEFT) THOMAS J.
WOODBURY, Degree: BA, Major: Mathematics, Minor: Educa-
tion, Political Science Club,
Young Republicans Club,
Glee Club, Newman Club,
Student Government — Presi-




Charter member Tau Kappa
Epsilon; JANE F. WOODS,
Degree: BA; (MIDDLE






ment AMA — Secretary,
SAM, Newman Club;
JAMES A. YEOUZE, De-
gree: BA; (TOP RIGHT)
STEPHEN W. YOUNG,
Degree: BA; PAUL K.
ZALVAN, Degree: BSBA;
DAVID N. ZOIA, Degree:
BSBA; (BOTTOM RIGHT)
HELEN C. ZOZA, Degree:
BA, Major: French, Minor:
Spanish, Glee Club, Humanities Club - Secretary, Language
Club — Vice-President, Speech Scholarship, Delta Alpha Pi,
"Who's Who", Romance Language Honors Group, Dean's List;
STEVEN B. ALEXANDE, Degree: BSBA.
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"Liberty does not consist in mere declarations of the rights of man.
It consists in the translation of those declarations into definite
actions."
— Woodrow Wilson
Education gives value to liberty. You can defend the democratic
process in scholastic terms. You can trace the histories of
civilizations and governments to prove, academically, the undeniable
superiority of a democratic form of government. But how do you
live democracy?
You give life to the democratic process through action. Not simply
the group action of popular protest. Action in which the total
responsibility for success lies with you. Not big action. Action
dealing with the daily mundane aspects of democratic living. Not
rewarding action. Action in which only you know that you make the
difference. Responsible, political and social action that will lead not
to personal recognition, but to recognition of the dignity of
mankind.
Liberty is responsibility. That is the reason most men fear it.
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7s/ Row James O'Neil Acting Vice President,
Carol O'Leary Secretary 2nd Row James







The oral tradition . . . tues and thurs . . .
with the help of the Archon ... the roistering
from podium . . . spectators . . . sitting comfortably
in stiffwood . . . then blaringly intones . . .
oh sky blue amphitheatre ... we devour speak . . .
seductive rhetoric go swimming to after . . .
grey in all suits ... the eso the exo the teric . . .
layman some voices but . . . devotion of those worldly
in motion . . . stumbling lecturer speaker to
spieler . . . articulation ... a melody of thought
... a clutter of mutter . . . reactionary moderate!
leftrightleftright . . . mellifluous
leave paper news . . . rhapsody
pomp . . . ZZZ

work, honored to have her with us" . . . Not
only from professors but the probation
officers she worked with every afternoon of
her last year. To quote Dr. Petherick, "Donna
was not as some feel they have to be, an
'either or' student." There were no
boundaries, no excuses . . . the fruits are
there, why not indulge . . . and there are
whole pages of feasts with these two.
This is the theme of both students who
represent many others. They worked and
lived and learned and grew from their
relationship with both worlds . . . they feel
we demand progression and change ... to
establish levels in step with comtemporary
mediums. We feel the persons dedicated to
the enrichment of our four years of schooling
are exemplified by these two . . . prototypes
that are settling into the student population
. . . indications of what can and is . . .
Prototype:
From Revere after realization ... to
Suffolk Don Toto. Driving, maintaining
throughout his four years of involvement an
honorable cumulative. Recognized on those
annual events but in the normal
extracurricular high school fashion . . .
Unsung in the sense of immeasurable hours
through exams or snow or sleet ... He was
there. Without title or with it really didn't
matter . . . lights for drama or any
production . . . Awake most evenings
sleepless, assisting at the Judge Baker
guidance center. Dreaming of involving
himself after all this as a human factors
engineer in the space program . . . alas . . .
after the draft.
A sociology major with the correct balance
. . . courses, requirements and people. In
school or outside Donna Senet was studying.
Academically . . . the highest . . . "excellent
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have immersed themselves in a wide range of
extramural activities from politics to
Afro-American understanding, not available
in any year from any department. Individual
and group participation, however, is the key
to the continuity of these new agencies and it
is our hope that this will continue.
Texts, graphs, and critiques constitute only
a small portion of the educational process.
Practical usage, experience, and a general
open-mindedness are the requirements to
becoming a truly educated person, above and
beyond one's degree. The class of '69 has
sought this broad college experience. They

The Drama Club began the year fresh and enthusiastic from the
productions, Roar of the Greasepaint and Back to Methuselah, of
the previous year. Most of the cast and crew were veterans with at
least three shows to their credit, and it looked like an exciting and
productive year. The problems encountered by the dissolution of the
Speech Department and the cooperative exchange with Emerson
were many. The club was without a full-time resident director, and
most members were hesitant about the Emerson merger. But never-
theless, the first meeting of the Club attracted over thirty persons,
an opening production was in the process, and spirits were high.
These early positive indications were to be short-lived, however,
as conflicts arose between the members and the Emerson director.
Although he was very capable and talented, his method of direction
was alien to actors accustomed to a more authoritative, technical
approach. After a number of rather unsuccessful rehearsals, the
first production was cancelled in favor of another — a major pro-
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duction employing fewer persons. This show, The Glass Menagerie,
was cast chiefly from the veteran actors and actresses of the Club.
And despite its early successes, this production had to be postponed
until the first week in January. Finally, with new directors — Donald
Toto and Dotty Smith — The Glass Menagerie was viewed by nearly
six hundred Suffolk students, faculty, administration, and families.
The production marked the first time the Suffolk Drama Club had
ever directed, designed, and acted a major production on its own,
without any professional assistance.
Following "Menagerie", rehearsals began for a joint production by
Emerson and Suffolk — The Demon's Game, a play based on Macbeth
and in the Japanese Kabuki style. It was written by a 76 year old
female master's candidate at Emerson, and directed by a man pos-
sessing enormous skill, talent and ability — John Bray. Suffolk stu-
dents worked hard and long, in technical as well as the acting end
of the show. On March 21 and 22, the Suffolk Theatre resounded
with samuri yells and the lovely notes of Japanese instruments. The
show was a total success and received several favorable reviews in
a number of Boston papers. The venture was important for its
bringing together of the two schools, fostering the relations between
them and the students involved.
Club membership dwindled considerably, but those who remained
were the workers, the dedicated people who can make or break a
club. They were determined to end the year with another production,
and it was entitled Experiment in Sight and Sound, organized and
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managed by the Club's acting vice-president and treasurer, Steve
Alexander. The show consisted of an experimental film photo-
graphed by Ed Wickham, and three short plays, two of which were
written, directed and staffed by students. The show was part of
a full week of Junior-Senior Week activities: And it was met
with much acclaim and praise by those who attended it.
The year has ended. The Club has produced two productions
alone, and one in cooperation with Emerson College. Despite
the many problems encountered, the Club, led by the senior
president, Don Toto, had a moderately successful year. The prob-
lems encountered in the first part of the year seemed to be
ironed out — the Club had weathered the storm. It was capable
of first-rate productions without professional guidance. It was one
of the most active organizations in the school, having assisted
shows such as "Laugh-In", and "The Dating Game", sponsored
by the Sophomore Class in addition to its own productions.
Much can arise from doing something positive and clear with
one's talents and abilities: And this is what the Drama Club offers.
The future of the Drama Club rests solely in the hands of
the people who care about themselves and Suffolk — those who
want change and are willing to work in a positive way for it. The
Club is vital to this school. It can offer opportunities and avenues
for expression. It needs good, hard working people who have a





Bill Appel, Maureen Parsons — editor,
Elliot Cleinman Donald Toto. Gregory
Wayland, Katy Purvis, Joyce Duggan
Richard Green, Dennis Walczewski,
Richard Dell'Aria
"If you have something to say, then say it." This quotation is the
unofficial motto of the Suffolk Journal. The Journal lived up to its
standard this past year by presenting all sides of every issue. The
academic year of 1968-1969 proved to be one of stimulation and
achievements for the Suffolk Journal. The school paper made some
very significant strides forward in the field of liberal and timely
news. The Parody issue once again reared its humorous face when,
after an absence of five years, it was published in June. The Parody
was a welcome change as the school discovered, somewhat
satirically, what the students thought of her. Basically, the Journal
represents a vehicle for democratic student expression and





Venture, our literary magazine, was ini-
tiated in the fall of 1967. The idea had
not so much a beginning but a manifesta-
tion through the efforts of Fred Hoehling '67
and Greg Wayland '69. Its purpose was to
allow an outlet for expression beyond the con-
fines of mandatory participation. The first four
issues have varied in content and format, reflect-
ing the progression of student interests and con-
temporary life.
In its short span thus far, the responsibility of
managing and perpetuating the magazine has been in
the hands of its editor. Not an editing position in the
usual sense, but overlapping into proofreading, typing,
and technical complexities: Its first chief, Greg Wayland,
has involved the school in a cause. A cause which it has
sorely lacked for varying differentials of finance and interest.
Greg is representative of those among the student popula-
tion who feel the need for establishing literary and artistic
levels in step with contemporary and traditional mediums. We
feel persons dedicated to the enrichment of our extramural
pursuits in the arts are exemplified by Greg, and the class of '69.
ABOUT THE FIRST EDITOR: From the Gates of Heaven to
Suffolk . . . An English major graduating in August . . . Educated in-
formally as well as methodically . . . somewhere between the West
Coast in a ranger station and riding night trains through Europe . . .
Returned to Dorchester
. . . Proud father of
his first play . . .
FATHER AMERICA'S
CRUSADE FOR
FAMILY PRAYER . . .
received professionally
. . . Future interests;
further creativity and







1st Row Dr. Petherick (Adviser) Donna Sennett (President) Robert
Muti (Treasurer) 2nd Row Rita Cahill, Joanne Scalzi. Janet
D'Ambrosio. Joan Otto 3rd Row Robert Mannering, Anthony
Dickerson. Richard Thompson
Humanities in the strictest definition-sense refers to "that group
of subjects having primarily a cultural character" ... At Suffolk,
however, the word has more of a connotation . . . Dr. Florence
Petherick and her dedicated group of enthusiasts.
Responsible annually for the various art exhibits in the main
lobby as well as Christmas parties for underpriviliged children, the
humanities group serves the bearer of their name — humanity.
As of this year, the Major in Humanities program was initiated
at our University. Several courses never before offered including new
art courses and seminars can only help to introduce culture in its
finest sense to the academic body.
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The purpose of ALPHA PHI
OMEGA is to assemble college men
in the fellowship of the scout oath
and law, to develop leadership, pro-
mote friendship, to provide service
to humanity and to further the free-
dom that is our national, educational
and intellectual heritage.
- NATIONAL CONSTITUTION
front to back: Row I: Mike Hart, President; William Pepper; Elliott
Cleinman; Cark Kooyoomjian. Row II: Paul Brown, Frank Toncic,
Steve Kenny. Row III: Bob Cutler, Joseph Liberatore, Mike
Lopiano. Row IV: Peter Fahey, Dick Pianka, James Ronan. Row K.-
George Tsoukalas, Mike Riley, Richard Leonard Wells. Row VI:
Charles Lynch, John Halliday, Pledge Bruce Farrington, Pledge
Richard O'Auguste. Back row: Pledge Joseph McCarthy, Pledge
Peter Domenico. Missing from picture: Harold Armstrong, Bill Ellis,
Jack Woods, Daniel Griffin, Richard Zimmerman.
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1st Row Jay Horowitz, Jack Pelzman, George
Shedbock. Charles LuBue, Robert Ryan.
Richard MacDonald, Andrew Gala 2nd Row
Ronald Barros. David Benjamin, Peter
Carchidi, James Pistorio, Paul Arienti,
Thomas Hargan, Thomas Leetch, Robert
Tatel, Steven Piper, Gary McKinnon.
Richard Baker 3rd Row David Wardwell.
John Mongello, Tim Sullivan, Joe McHugh.
Abdul Nasser-Amer. James Griffin. Thomas
Langan, Robert Saunders, Allen Harmer
Delta Sigma Pi is an international professional fraternity
organized to foster the study of business in universities and
formulated to encourage scholarship and association of students for
their mutual advancement by research and practice; to promote a
closer affiliation between the$ commercial world and students of
commerce in order to further a higher standard of commercial ethics
as well as the civic and commercial welfare of the community.
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front to back: First Row: Donald DeMarco,
Alan Cohen, Michael Avola. Second Row:
Larry Krupnik; Douglas McDermod; Richard
Prout, Vice-President; Joseph Connors, Ser-
geant-at-Arms; Mark Kacoyanis, Treasurer;
Edward Sailer. Third Row: Robert Carnivale,
John Warchot, Thomas May, James Braga,
Louis LaBue. Fourth Row: Allen Kelley;
Francis Holmes; William Smith, Secretary;
Christopher Gile, President. Missing from
picture: Mark Rooney, Jeffery Pearlman,
Brendom Dorherty, James A. DeMarco.
Phi Alpha Tau is a national honorary, social service, communica-
tive arts, fraternity. The goals of Phi Alpha Tau are threefold; to
foster brotherhood, to promote the interests and ideals of Suffolk
University, and to further the advancement of the communicative
arts.
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Tau Kappa Epsilon, Aigna Upsilon affiliate is a national social
fraternity. Man is a social being. Our whole structure evidences the
absolute interdependence of man. Therefore, we the members of
TKE will strive through the tools of social functions and social
interaction to bring about a closer relationship between students and
their faculty as a whole.
front to back: Row I — James O'Neil,
Treasurer; Joseph Cormino, Vice-President;
Richard Corner, Founder. Row II — Tomas
Woodbury, Mario Capolare, Frank Sablone.
Row III — Peter Theodorakopoulas, Gary
Cordette, Dave Martin. Row IV — Charles
George. Gerald Kurtis, Brian Gilmore. Row
V — Richard Floridia, Richard Osterhout,
Larry Black. Row VI — Kevin Mitchell,
Richard Dell Aria, William Renwick. Row
VII - Edward Butland, Robert Cardillo.
Charles Rossiter, Jr. Row VIII — Steven
Friedman, Derek Bauldwin, Fred Santino.
Row IX — Edward Giordano, Peter
Thornton, Neil MacLean. Missing from
picture — Neil McLaughlin, Richard Davis.
Joseph Fermano, Allan Pollard, Daniel
Casey, Robert Perciual. Donald Bolansky.
James Hoole.
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front to back: Row I — Mary Ann
Mattuchio, Joyce Walek, Jeannie
Clausen, Jean Alexander. Row II —
Pat Costello, Joan Monahan, Kathy
Gingras, Susan Drevitch, Pamela
Clark, Dotti Conroy, Carin Dionisio,
Ruth Bukaushas. Row III — Jody
Macolini, Elinor Weinor, Franny
Parzyk, Carol Kaplan, Mary Kobs,
Maureen McKenna, Linda Ravioli.
The purpose of Suffolk University chapter of Phi Sigma Sigma
Sorority shall be to give service and to promote friendships and
cooperation among college girls — to further knowledge, to foster





Row / — Paul Lipkin:








Row III — Ernest Sor-
dillo, Jim Prendergast.
Beta Sigma Chi, the Suffolk University
Science Club, is open to all science and
non-science majors. To accommodate the
varying interests of its members, the club
participates in a wide and diversified range of
activities. These activities are scientifically, as
well as socially, oriented. They include
cruises, guest speakers, films, excursions to
various parts of New England, and a club
picnic at the end of the year.
r
is past year new activities were installed
to, encourage a larger membership. The
Science Journal, scheduled to be a
semi-annual publication, is due for its first
publication in May of this year. The club also
undertook a very successful trip to Montreal.
Canada, during the past school year.
The club continually striving for larger
membership and is hoping for a more
expanded and successful future.
/
CEMENT
Students of economics and busi-
ness administration and others with
a sincere interest in the art and
science of management may apply
for membership in the S. U. Chapter
of S. A. M. The Society for Advance-
ment of Management is the rec-
ognized national professional organi-
zation of management in industry,
commerce, government, and educa-
tion, and is the pioneer in manage-
ment policy.
First row — Michael W. Avola. President: Marvann
Kaslow. Vice President. Second Row - Judv Mlechko;
Katie Purvis. Secretary; Marie Keane. Third Row -
James O'Neil. Treasurer: Paul Moriarity; Joseph John-
son.
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front to back: Row I — Neil
MacLean, John Marigello. Dorothy
Wrzesien, Frank Sablone, Brian
Gilmore, Richard Duchesnean. Row
II — Richard Corner, George
DeMarino, Bob Mclrney, Marc
Glasberg. Row III — Bob Ortoleva,
Dan Sullivan. Bruce Johnston, Tom
May, Jack Fitzpatrick, Joe Fervano.
Row IV — Bob Cunningham, Jim
Leduc, Phil Fabrigio. Bob Grayden.
Row V — Frank Spinosa, Peter
Leduc, Bob Brown, Fred Santino.
John Crampa. Row VI — Don
Perrella, Fred Kaczowka, Richard
Coughlin, Howard Benson, Jay
Horowitz. Row VII — Richard
Colucci, Richard MacDonald. Andy
Saler, Bill Mclsaac. Row VIII -
Charles Rossiter, Dan Cosgrove,
Lawrence Sacher.
The American Marketing Association conducted a very successful
year. Highlights were a three-day trip to New York, a night at the
Old Vienna HofTbraw in Boston, lectures, guests speakers, and
movies.
The club is open to all students in the University, especially
business and marketing majors, and it covers a wide variety of
interesting subjects in the field of advertising, marketing, and so
forth. The club advisor is Mr. Lee Sutherland.
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Paula Katz, Catherine Falkenburger, Teresa Gallinaro, Katherine
Doherty, Claire Maher, Deborah Lindsley, Clara Whalen, Paul
Carrier, Vincent Servello.
The Romance Language Honors Group is a collection of students
realized for their outstanding academic achievement with emphasis
on the Romance language. Members having completed individual
research on projects of special interest are eligible in their third year
of a language. We at Suffolk welcome such organizations, to reward
worthy students. We feel this is an incentive and permits us to give
recognition in the academic tradition.
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The Suffolk Israelites is a club open to all Jewish students
attending classes at Suffolk University. The organization encourages
the advancement of the cultural, religious, and educational aspects of
Judaism. The object of the club is to attempt to acquaint the student
with his cultural heritage and to promote a better understanding of
social values.
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Bottom Row: Frank Addrisi,
Madelyn Elliot, John Reilly
Second Row: Janet D'Ambrosio,
Evelyn Hannigan, Carol Lydon,
Joe DiVito Top Row: Dave Reilly,
Jay Horowitz other members
include, Lester Gesserman, Elliot
Gabriel, David Rosen, John
Morgantheu, Dennis Sokol, and
Robert Webb.
An oath of commitment has been taken by
the club this year to expand existing interests
in a science deeply a part of the community.
They have endeavored to create an awareness
through stimulation, causing students to
relate existing problems and view
contemporary ills from an alternative
standpoint. By exposing students to speakers
from out side the academic circle, we feel the
club has moved positively. In October, to
begin the year, they sponsored Mr. Teddy
Green, an interesting personality from the
world of crime, but most assuredly one who
informed from a standpoint infrequently
seen. Participation at the New England
Psychological Association convention was
equally a fruitful experience for the members,
to compare ideas and absorb information
pertinent to what the club is all about. In
addition, an attempt has been made to
stimulate membership and interest. A hope
that further contributions to the total
environment continue. We express our
sincere appreciation to Mrs. Williams and
others for their unrelenting support of these
interests.
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The struggle of the black people
throughout this country' is to overthrow
political, economic and social oppression,
much of which extends to schools
unfamiliar with these conditions. Black
students are uniting for this cause, an
Afro-American Liberation struggle. At
Suffolk as elsewhere, they are seeking to
establish themselves as an instrument by
which their brothers and sisters in the
community and on campus can express
themselves and what they need,
"Undying love for their brothers and
peace with equal power for all black
people." We have recently become a
home for this movement. In our
vestibule we have seen tremendous
energies put forth in just a short time
and feel this as a part of us. An oath of
encouragement to this group and one to
the newly organized Coalition for New
Politics.
The class wishes to express its support
of the workings and purpose of the
Coalition. We feel that such an in-
corporation of the more progressive
elements in our school will implement
new ideas with which the democratic
institution in which we function will
benefit and move forward. All such
groups are healthy and assured a place
where new ideas are never discounted
but welcomed for the improvement of
the whole. To this dynamic and in-
novative body, vive la revolution.
David Johnson, President; Doug Nelson, Vice-President; Rich
DeAcetis, Treasurer; Jim Blume; Richard Thompson; Bill Freeman;
Jim Walsh, Secretary.
Having been formed somewhat late in the year to become truly
active, the Chess Club had only one intercollegiate match. This was
with Northern Essex Community College which resulted in a draw.
Next year we plan to play against teams from Wentworth
Institute, Boston University, Boston College, and the University of
Massachusetts.
We anticipate bringing guest speakers to the school, and with
them, exhibition matches.
The officers for the year 1968-1969 were David C. Johnson —
President, Douglas B. Nelson — Vice-President, James W. Walsh —
Secretary, Richard G. DeAcetis — Treasurer, and Richard J.
Thompson — Publicity Advisor.
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Junior class officers: President Bill Mclsaac: Vice President Carole
Bartholomew; Secretary Teresa Hunter; Treasurer Suzanne Rae
Junior year is located somewhere past that lost feeling under a
beanie, sophomoritis and preceding the confidence of seniority. As a
class they are usually noted for their firm loyalty and co-operation.
Perhaps this year represents an island of safety, before those
mounting commitments after graduation. In any event, their
activities mirror spirit, much to the advantage of the college and the
students themselves. Dances, the combined junior senior week, and
the second annual slave auction were attributed to them this year.
We also applaud the numerous unsung juniors, who under no
formal organization fostered the haze of unity at Suffolk.
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One of the major objectives of this year's Student Government is
to have a better informed student body. . . . Every institution has
problems according to its own particular situation. One of the main
problems of this university has been a difficulty in communication
between the students. Because a problem exists is no reason to
tolerate its existence or to allow it to continue. It is our responsibility
to determine the causes and extent of any such problems within the
University and then to offer a workable, realistic solution. However,
it is also up to the individual student to support this work in
conjunction with his or her class officers. Through this common
effort, our ventures as a student body will be successful and our
successes will reflect upon both the school itself and the students
as individuals.
Front to back; Row I — Kevin Mitchell, Vice-
President; Tom Woodbury, President; Gerald-
ine Marcinowski, Secretary; Jack Merrill,
Treasurer. Row II — Patricia Griffin, Dotti
Conroy, Bruce Cummings, Jean Clausen, Jean
Alexander, Susan Drevitch. Row III — Joe
Corvino, Don Toto, Tom Cady, Rich Dellaria,
Steve Harden, Bill Mclsaac.
We've always had queens . . .
but I was talking to a friend awhile ago
about their significance and where in human
nature they came from. Well, he said that a
frustrated bandleader some time ago was sort
of bored with the goings on of the dance and
decided, you know, one of those brain storm type
of things, that it would be a nice change
to elevate some chick to the spotlight since it was
so great being in it himself, and that some lucky
guy out there could go home all smiles. And then
he dropped one on me . . . that now it's turned out to
be political and that the politicians can tell you
whose gonna be queen, depending of course on whose turn
it is. But I still didn't think that was reason enough
to single out very few when really all those wonderful




"... I am writing about the dating game as simulated in its
television form by the sophomore class ... I was there in the dark
of the balcony — guffawing and slapping all available knees ...
here are my general and half hysterical impressions . . . the place
was packed — the place being the ubiquitous Suffolk Auditorium —
lecture hall — theatre ... I repeat it; the place was packed . . . "On
the air" sign ... At an appropriate moment after the "studio
audience" had grown to a level of fullness the lights blinked off and
a menacing "ooooooooooooo", predominantly masculine in tone,
swept over the darkness. Then a spotlight began to pan about with
guardhouse urgency settling at last at the lectern stage left (hah-
ah, I thought: The same crumby lectern. Lost is the glamorous air
of television.) But the illusion was restored
HEEEEEEEEEEEEEERE'S ED! (applause). All in television green
came Ed sauntering, squinting somewhat self-effacingly in the bright
television lights . . . the far away illusion of Broadway or Sunset
and Wilshire was enhanced when contestant number one, Donna
Assad, came scuffing into the light under a luminous swirl of saffron
hair and wearing a matching pant suit. Question number one:
"Are you a virgin?" Savage laughter. I thought I felt the illusion of
television slip down like ill-fastened bloomers. There we all were
. . . guffawing away in our socio-cultural all-together ... It was a
worthwhile project I thought to build up the too-neat illusion of
studio-land just for the sheer fun of knocking it flat. I noticed a few
auditors rise and amble out at this point. Not in offense, I
discovered later, but because this first haymaker of a question
seemed to drain the tease-potential from the game — broken the
maidenhead so to speak ... At the dating game then, I was waiting
for a full blown orgy. Meanwhile . . . Miss Assad won Mr. Giles to
the relief of Mr. Conen and Mr. Holmes. Group two . . . separated
as usual, by a kind of bath house partition. Question one was a
doozer, obviously group composed at the Red Hat: "If I were on an
elevator, would you go down with me?" Three virginal heads twisted
and turned and longed to bury themselves in three virginal
shoulders. Blood flowed into six cheeks . . . Question two further
probed the matter of chastity: "If I were a mattress salesman, would
you want a demonstration? . . . what a dilemma for that poor girl.
A negative meant instant on the air deflowerment. If I recall
correctly, she silently took the Fifth. Meanwhile, the thought
relentlessly entered my mind that all this talk about elevators and
mattresses seemed far from that affectionate American institution
where a young man, his shoes shined and perhaps a carnation in his
lapel, borrows the Buick for the night and talks baseball to the
father in the parlor while awaiting for THE GIRL to make the last
application of "Paris Madness" before coming downstairs.
There was a question about a costume party in which, after
deliberation, she accompanied his spark plug with a steering wheel.
Being, as I said, an English major, I was quick to detect phallic
imagery in Mr. O'Connor's question. Had Miss Byer been a better
mechanic she doubtless would have elected to attend the party, as,
say, a cylinder. The allusion would not have been lost on an
audience I adjudge to have been both wildly imaginative and cruelly
mechanical.
Group three offered the suavity of Bob Zappe as a reward to the
team of Mazinowski, Winn and Haskins . . . played the game but,
from the very outset, contestant Mazinowski folded her ankles and
made it clear that she would NOT be dated by Mr. Zappe — that
she would prefer a deserted beach (and, by implication the Sahara
Desert) to Mr. Zappe's lone presence. I thought again of a reverse
Molly Bloom: "And I drew him down to me (No!!!) . . ."
While most of us sit in afternoon class, groups
or
whatever, there are some oT us who struggle to get to
a
makeshift facility within Greater Boston.
Toting gear
and not. really regretting the sacrifice, they
hasten to
practise. For these dedicated few who are growing
m
number, physical expression is an outlet
not overly
encouraged or supported in their school,
but it is a
way in which they choose to be individual
and
continue inspite of certain limitations.
From these
people who are the fibre of our school, this continued
interest has increased the scope of athletics.
They have
initiated the search for more stimulating outlets
which
we hope will continue, and continue to broaden
the
competitive spirit with which we all live.
i .
V
SUFFOLK BASKETBALL TEAM ENDS SEASON 10-10
The Suffolk University basketball team, in a rebuilding year,
won its last four games to finish its season with a 10-10 record.
Coach Charlie Law's five was led by high-scoring Dave Helberg,
six-foot five inch center from Cambridge. Helberg became the second
1000-point scorer in Suffolk history with a 39-point performance
against Hawthorne. He finished with a total of 1074 points for three
seasons varsity play, second to all-time scoring leader Jay Crowley
(1332 points). Helberg also set a rebounding record with 283
rebounds. Biggest victory was a 103-68 triumph over New England
College. Bright prospects for the future are sophomore Allan Dalton,
who averaged 20 points a game in eight games and made the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference's "Sophomore of the Week,"
Paul Parsons of Cambridge, who averaged 9.5 points a game and
Peter Crowley, who averaged 12.6 points a game.

The roving boys with the wooden bats, not
ordinary bats for they seemed this year to be
laden with psychokinetic energies as the
sporty sluggers snatched a fine 12 and 5
season. With the usual ups and downs the
Rams-paws hurled the stuffed sphere at some
of the better schools in New England:
Worcester Tech., Brandeis routed 8 to 1,
Bates, sunken rival Bentley 8 to scratch,
Assumption, Hartford, others and then a few
sneaked by. The team had a terrific .289
batting average as a unit, with team work and
expertise the big bats all contributed to being
a devastating opponent. And they reserved
enough to return next year with some great
underclassmen to carry on in the same spirit.
The guy in the birdcage, Buddy King a
junior, agility personified, batted a sizzling
.420 to top the flock, not to mention Tony
Gallugi, a junior leftfielder, who runner-
upped with .391. Batting wasn't the only
criterion, however, as senior Buzzy Borden
the hurler wound up a brilliant career
becoming the winningest pitcher in our his-
tory with 19 and 9 over the four seasons,
Ron Corbett a sophomore strongly support-
ing 5 and 2 and Dick Godfrey 2 and 2.
Then there were the scoopers, dusty at times,
the men in the field and on bags, snatching
and bulleting, shortstopping as Richie Green,
another top performer, connected with a
.327 average, Art Piper with .292. From
the fans in the bleachers to the school back
slappers, we thoroughly enjoyed the season.
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Aticv/iwsj.- Coach Law; Ed
Bleczinski. co-captain: Sid
Smith. Standing: Robert
Brown. Sam Richards. Howie
Hirsh. Mike Esan.
In the beginning, there was a golf team,
and from this team came two veterans
Blazinsky and Klavman who took over the
captaincy, bringing with them the experience
of a previously successful vear. Then began
this year with the Little Four Invitational
Tournament (with Suffolk. Clark. Brandeis
and BentleO in which Brownev came out
with a few tall yarns and Randy Gallo came
home tied for first as low scorer and the team
walked home first to boot. Mo^st important,
however, the win gave the golfers confidence
and the momentum needed to complete a
and 2 year. Coach Law did his usual share
for the team effort and after a number of
wins, he picked up a masters of the sport and
is now a highly accomplished woodsman. The
boys, in addition to enjoving the competition
and acquaintances made, had the opportunitv
to have played on a number of the states
finer courses as well as New Englands best.
The team is supported bv the school, from
whence comes meals when traveling and am-
munition to explode through the opposition
with. While Arnie's Army remains a squad,
additional support (morale) from Mike Egan's
hat and occasional disgusted or frustrated
gestures as Sablone's four wood bouncing off
the asphalt, all contributed to a pleasurable
tour. The group, to end the season, moved to
YVilliamstown for the New England Collegiates
to spend a quiet night and a huskv dav in
the wind and rain only to finish in an un-
accustomed position. To the men who go out
to compete in their expressive way. in our




This is the first year it really flowered. In September began
recruitment, but there were barriers. A bird fluttered down and
offered her wing, the Clara bird (Mrs. Whalen). She mothered them,
pampered and carried them all around from school to school. They
tole from Peter to pay Paul and things progressed in a mild
fashion: They received some uniforms.
The school did, however, buy two books on tennis, but the squad
was in need of more than this, for instance a faculty advisor — coach
— representative and a place to practise. There are many on the staff
and in the body of the university who are avid tennis freaks, yet
support and recognition is meager, though sparks of encouragement
are to be seen. The team is enormous with spirit and courage, as
they often have tackled two teams in an afternoon, singles and
doubles — most colleges have teams for each event. The boys
maintain the desire necessary to carry through another year of
growth contributed this year by seniors Frank McDonough and Tom
Miley. and supporting underclassmen. Yet, without certain essentials
such as encouragement, it has been difficult for them to rise to the
refinements of match play, to walk forth with confidence.
Physical education is now integrated with curriculum and it is in
the interest of student interest that sports such as tennis be
encouraged. We need outlets which allow us to express ourselves
befitting the way we are and feel. We applaud the team for their
efforts, knowing that they found delight in their way and in a new




I think the whole area of student activities involves
a risk — a risk we learn to live with — or, do nothing.
Dylan: Some interesting days may be approaching Suf-
folk University. The times are rapidly changing for col-
lege students as we all know. Young people are stretch-
ing their minds and muscles to find themselves in a
hectic world. They are doing this earlier and with more
conviction than ever before. They are growing! I be-
lieve growth can be painful, but it should not have to
be a bad or frightful at the same time. Growth also
involves a certain speculation, as history has taught;
speculation is necessary.
There is forecast for a possible strong breeze here
next year. If it comes at all it will be different because
Suffolk is a different kind of university. It is small
so we can get closer to our students faster. We can
listen and make them believe that we are. We should
be able to put new politics into action in a shorter
period of time. We can even say "no" in a straight-
forward way when it is necessary. Many of the young people today
who are dressed strangely or who have very liberal ideas are still
able to identify with the straight truth and with procedures which
are fair. In fact, some believe that the establishment is a lie and
unfair.
The "love" spirit which is flourishing today means more to the
young than some persons want to take seriously' One thing
seems certain to me. There is great empathy and feeling for "the
other guy" among some youngsters of college age. There are com-
mon threads through the fibre of S.D.S., Resistance, Panthers, and
idealists, generally today. "If there are such factions, there must be
much wrong that needs correction."
Metamorphosis: Suffolk University is at the time and crossroad
where she can put it all together where other universities have
fallen short. The world is changing rapidly. Our young people are
changing rapidly. Presumably we are still in step but time is a
moving thing.
It seems that the majority of Suffolk students are disjointed is-
lands each caught in private academic desires which leave little
time for feelings of unity. Perhaps the greatest contributing factor
is that many of the students are commuters who leave classes either
to work afternoons or to retreat to the security of their homes. The
general student body does not feel a closeness to their mother in-
stitution. The individual student seems to reflect the idea that he
is not on a par with other university students. Perhaps this has
something to do with his qualifications, or the physical plant of the
university. Perhaps his field of interest is so channeled that he dare
not look beyond.
Regardless, he is missing something. A portion of a college
education is the experience of believing that one is in college,
savoring it, and being proud of it. The university man is the broad
man, not the channeled one.
It is not possible to force students to become involved: but if
we provide new environments, if we immerse them in ideas, ques-
tions and recreations which make them stretch, reach and expand





Recognition Day and individuals and
groups thanking and backslapping in
the only sanctioned hours of the Uni-
versity's Honorary Mutual Admiration
Society . . . Traditional thanks and Un-
expected plaudits and shiny silver and
gold and blue Things . . . Aren't you
glad that some people recognize them-
selves and work for an inner satisfaction
impossible to be repaid ... In the theme
of this year's BEACON we recognize and
award Those Who Do Not Have To Be
Recognized . . .
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A sunshine perfect day for the water . . . three boats
other than the Nina, Pinta, and Santa Maria . . . bear-
ing explorers other than Spaniards . . . ventured to
Georgia's Island.
Something in student activities this
year has gone past the traditional level,
however. Thank you Mr. Lewis for
introducing us to Mr. Edward Rowe
Snow . . . noted historical nautical
lore-filled author of New England
legend ... A wonderful person and a
wonderful day.
Traditional frosty cold beverages were
consumed making one think that it would
L be a typical traditional activity.
HAWAIIAN LUAU AND BANQUET
Perhaps the restaurant activities and
dining pleasures were deserved after
four years of ptomaine coffee and
charred cheeseburgers from our favorite
J Suffolk lunch-ins . . . Regardless the
evenings were splendid . . .
Hawaiian was the mood, dress and
setting of the luau one of the first
activities of the busy stretch of days
before graduation . . . Even faculty
donned the lei and muu muu fitting
the occasion, making it even a little




The happening, a group doing with the group
seeing. Students tossed the worldly critics out of
Suffolk for an evening to do their own thing.
And to begin with contemporaniously, Gregory
Wayland's own thing turned into a surprisingly
mature attempt to reveal the contrast between
the frantic and groping search of youth whose
foundations of family living seem so ridiculous.
The lost West Coast Hippie in "Father America's
Crusade for Family Prayer" was brought out
again in cries of "insecure, insecure" during
Marion Sanmartino's Cycles. Her efforts and those
of the cast can be best acknowledged not for
dancing, routine or arrangement as much
as feeling. It was doubtlessly the best co-
operative venture to arise from the Emer-
son affiliation.
Moods of Boston were expressed through
a half hour of interestingly spliced films
of the area, almost answering the question
"What is Suffolk?" His camera moved
quickly enough to capture a large part of
the city leaving the answer for minds to









We are a school with customs and tradi-
tion, and our thrice yearly graduations are a
culmination of this idea. Graduations haven't
changed radically for our 63rd graduating class
but neither has the student's awareness of the
meaning of the event. In recent years the War
Memorial has supplied the setting; and the
school has supplied the ever transient. . . .
I'm thinking that it's an interminable period
before that breezy trek to the platform where
the Dean is finally shaking your hand and
smiling at you. It must be a good thing if all
this comes of it . . . And your parents think
so too . . . they're the ones making the loud-
est noise. It was worth donning that stuffy
klannish robe, with the tassel square and snooz-
ing through the ceremony, march, speech,
handshaking, and of course you had to sit up
when your comrades were speaking and being
so highly spoken of. . . . Coming down these
steps, holding that confounded ebony garb
away from your sandals, clutching in sweaty
pride the end, you say to yourself "that wasn't
hard" and "it doesn't feel any different now"
and you're right because that wasn't the hard
part, it was the four years that went into what
that paper represents. Senator Brooke, if I
think I remember what he said, told the fami-
lies that the nation "desperately needs a spe-
cial breed of toughminded idealists", and of
course he said much more than that, but what
I'm getting at is that I thought just that when
we enrolled a number of years ago. "The chal-
lenges of the coming decades will demand a
total commitment from those brave enough
to accept them." That's what I heard that first
week in orientation with my beanie to think
under; they told me all those things about
college and I suppose it's my responsibility to
apply those now to whatever I do. They all
must be related somehow. . . . There goes the
final procession, here we go ... a few minutes
with the instamatic and then on to other




These are the girls. Color them false-eyelashed,
attempting to look inconspicuous in an incon-
spicuous way, and hopeful.
These are the eyes. They are also called boys.
This is the band. Please someone quickly color
it soundless.
There are two men. They are extremely happy
and pleased with the dance. Color the bartender and the manager
laughing all the way to the bank.
There is our municipal angel of security. Color his nose red.
There sit the chaperones. Color them lost and unaccounted for.
We have just colored the '69 answer to swallowing fish or how to
do activities for conservative colleges.

Some say it was the most fantastic concert they've ever witnessed.
The audience showed the ultimate approval as one standing ovation
followed another. "Ten guys and one girl but it really is not what it
sounds like" said the Journal: And "The performance of David Frye
was hilarious." From others the feeling was similar: "it was good"
"it really was great!" and "David Frye was really a funny man." We
understand that they (the eleven
very talented young people from
Brooklyn) were extended a vote
of thanks from Suffolk for pro-
viding an evening ofsplendid enter-
tainment: And the student govern-
ment for their perspicacious selec-
tion for the annual spring concert.
We think it was really great too but
still sit here and try to piece to-
gether what happened when Frye
did his impeccable impersonations
of Cagney, Buckley and Nixon with




What one looks for in Suffolk theatre has been
denned as "dramatic effectiveness." Often what one
finds in the Suffolk theatre is beyond definition and
coupled with a cultural representation of German
French and Spanish, change the setting — transform
people, objects — sprinkle about crystals of spirit —
Modern Language Night sits before you. Dash it with
"Der Grune Kakadu" by Arthur Schnitzler, and fix it
in Paris during the Bastille, add a touch of humor and
one has the first course. Bring on Moliere's "L'Amour
Medicin" embellished with irony and garnished with
ridicule, flavor the tongue with exotic language, a most
delectable complement. Post entre, the Spanish delight
of Fredrico Lorca "El Retablillo De Don Cristobal"
served superbly by personages Juan, Pedro and Rosita
whose specialty is courtship and marriage mucho
spicey. This, however, must be delicately relished to
detect the robustious forcemeat. When one is then
preparing to loosen de belt, compliments should be
paid to the Toto club concerned with the content-
ment of the partaker, the language club picking up
the tab and lending a unique twist, finally the gourmets




It was a long ride to Rowley for
the first Annual All College Night
Out. When we arrived the old
moose looked as if he felt the
same. The sound of banjos and
bass led the way to that
quenching pitcher of beer which
multiplied through the 'eve and
dictated an occasionally gratis
morsel to accompany it. People
kept moving about, then
stumbling, catching a few KKK's
or ZZZ's well into the night, yet
there remained enough energy to
get involved in the guzzling
excitement of our first major all
campus tournament. And the
seniors, four years of experience
under their belt, proved
victorious. Neal McClean was the
first to finish his pitcher (64 ozs)
our own beer champion. Then the
girls, after their half pitchers,
mounted the tables to the
reputation of Sweeney's Gay 90's.
A packed night club of Suffolk's
true-blue accompanied Mort Sahl's
satirical comedy and the Senior outing.
The comic talked about everyone, living
and or dead: This included the political
as well as the working world. The biggest
part of the show was about the Warren
report as you recall, and he was kind
enough to bring a few copies with him
. . . The drinks were as usual but just
a bit better, the conversation and
comradery was what we thought should
be seen more often, but all in all, it was





This is the theatre ... we live here, and what we
don't want you to fail to realize in this episode is that
the troupe has not been monetarily stimulated, in fact
they're unaware of their audience. What we want you
to discover is that our actors are uninhibited, for real
and what they did is equally so . . . dig it.!!!!!

THE IMPOSSIBLE TASK
"This is the story of an impossible task — impossible from every
angle of human logic or of common sense. We are living in a highly
commercialized age. Gold is the standard of Business. Gold is the
life blood of the banks, and he who desires credit therein must
pledge tangible security that no drop of that blood be lost. That is
the gospel of our industrial life.
If, then, the scholar from his cloister, an innocent abroad, with a
mere air castle of dreams prompted by the need of his institution,
comes into the marts of business with less than ten thousand dollars
in gold and seeks to erect a mammoth building in the heart of a
great city, the task would at once be regarded by all logical minds
as fantastic and impossible.
Suppose then with his handful of gold he makes a beginning and
after eighteen months of single-handed and heartbreaking struggle
he unfurls his banner of faith over a half million dollar building,
should not the recital of that story properly be labeled "The
Impossible Task".
This is no fairy story. It is a plain recital which may be proven in
every detail by facts and figures, by dates and events. It occurred in
Boston. He who is now President of the United States (Editor's note:
Calvin Coolidge) laid the cornerstone of the building itself.
. . . This story was written for the encouragement of those who
are seeing visions and dreaming dreams or who are carrying heavy
burdens and facing difficulties apparently insurmountable. The story
of the travail and triumph of another may perchance sustain the









s\ nonymous and at
Suffolk analagous to
hard working and innovative.
Here they are diversified in many
variables of age. gender, background and
life style. Yet for the University to function
in direct opposition to the "multiversity" idea,
leaders must work in complete trust and co-operation with
each other.
Item: the overtime hours of study in the five year long planning
schedule
Item: the private and generous donation of Drs. Friedman and West
in the fields of biological science
Item: the regretable departure of Dr. Stolper. a long time integral
portion of our school
Item: the emission of sincerity, warmth and guidance from all of the
distinguished department heads; comfort in having at our
disposal such competent and dedicated individuals
148















The other half of the Emerson-Suffolk affiliation is
alive and well on 30 Beacon Street. If you want to take



























MICHAEL AVOLA a senior from braintree ... is in ousine»«
ministration . . . MAUREEN RAVALLI makes her second appearance
here ... is a senior . . . from waltham . . . ROBERT JAHN an
english major from new jersey . . . MICHAEL LAPP IN a sophomore
and a journalism major . . . comes from dracut°. . . DENNIS RISTINO
also in journalism is from melrose . . . BUD P. sweeps and does gen-
eral chores when he is not writing or studying . . . KATIE PURVIS is at
work on a story ... a business major . . . JOAN MONAHAN was at
regis before Suffolk . . . lives in milton . . . CATHY ZOZA is a senior
language major thinking of grad school . . . prefers not to be called
a life-long resident of south boston . . . LYNN CHURCHILL wrote a
poem on an organ grinder when in the eleventh grade . . . mixes
monkey and grinder . . . see next issue . . . MICHAEL TONNER is in
a lighter vein ... a sophomore . . . MIKE MACNAMARA our
artist and very dependable . . . BOB VENTURONI tumbled into an
alligator pool at age three ... no one was biting so he climbed out
again . . . later he turned to photography . . . PETER ZIMMER reads
and writes and . . . shantih . . . shantih . . . shantih.
Rita: Everybody j lyid sister. She heard some-
where that redheads were adventurous and
agreed wholeheartedly. Rita was now proof
perfect.
ART: Mike MacNamara m4






I, a hard day was
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llW^ Students atT %Jl* i oik stage sit-in- claim I^mm^...administrators are oppressing ^^r ,
students by not letting them use
rest rooms." Man 1 hope the rTF*
cameras get a good shot of me. ^- A
I'd better put my hair in curlers
the night K»*<-» »k» i,i/U/„,ar
I yelled Gleason L. Archer III.
But I was gone before she could
catch me and trap me in these
monstrous buildings with no
direction and no names. As I
boarded the monorail I could
only sit and wonder what
5 Suel
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GET WELL SOON'
guy who has sat next to her in
three classes for two semesters,
he thinks she is making a pass at
him. Don't flatter yourselves
fellows, we are not after you,
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. . . and the best of luck! We at Loring are proud
of the part we have had in helping to make
your classbook a permanent reminder of your
school years, recording with photographs one of the
happiest and most exciting times of your life! We
hope that, just as you have chosen us as your
class photographer, you will continue to think of
Loring Studios when you want photographs to help
you remember other momentous days to come!
When you choose Loring portraits, you are sure of
the finest craftsmanship at the most
moderate prices!
LUIIC STUDIOS
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